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Choose the right answer:  
Present tense
1. The contrast between ________ that ________ information 
technology and those that don't is called the 'digital divide'.
a) country / have
b) countries / have
c) country / has
d) countries / has



Present tense
2. My uncle ________ takes a nap in the afternoon.
a) always
b) everyday
c) many times
d) twice



Present tense
3. Which questions is correct?
a) Where do you from?
b) Do you from where?
c) Where is you come from?
d) Where does you come from?



Present tense
4. They ________ understand English either, the 
language that 80% of the information ________ written 
in.
a) didn't / is
b) didn't / are
c) don't / is
d) don't / are



Present tense
5. I ________ lunch when I fell hungry, but it's _______ 
sometime around the middle of the day.
a) had / everyday
b) have / usually
c) have /always
d) had /never



Past tense
6. Last night I ________ to Nathan Phillips Square at 
City Hall in Toronto.
a) go
b) am going
c) went
d) gone



Past tense
7. Lots of people _______ there because of the Pan Am 
games celebrations and I _______ the crowd.
a) were / watched
b) was / watching
c) were / watch
d) was / watch



Past tense
8. When I ________ up I ______ a headache and my 
throat ________ sore.
a) wake / have / was
b) woke / has / was
c) woke / had / was
d) wake / had / was



Past tense
9. My parents ________ pizza for dinner and I ________ 
able to eat some of it.
a) order / can
b) order / were
c) ordered / was
d) orderred / was



Past tense
10. He ________ me walk onto the ice and ________ me 
how to start moving.
a) helpped / showed
b) helped / show
c) helped / shown
d) helped / showed



Choose the correct synonym 
from the words list
present huge advance dangerous decide developme

net

present Supplied move bright forward

11. grand = huge
12. shinning = bright
13. growth = development
14. progress = advance
15. unsafe = dangerous
16. determine = decide



Complete these dialogues with 
the words in the box
all is meet name’s Nice

this too you Welcome What’s

17. Natasha: Hi, my ____name's______ Natasha.
18. Khalid: Pleased to ____meet______ you. I'm Khalid Ali.
19. Natasha: Pleased to meet you, ______too____ .

20. Philip: Good morning. ____What's______ your name?
21. Ahmed: I'm Ahmed. And ____you______ are?
22. Philip: My name's Philip. ___Nice______ to meet you.



23. Tim: Hi everybody,  ___this____is Ingrid.
24. All: Hi!
25. Tim: Ingrid, this  _is__Ahmed, Linda, Mohammed and  
             Mansoor.
26. Ingrid: Nice meeting you ___all___.
27. Linda: Likewise:
28. Tim: ___Welcome___ to the team and good luck.



Complete this dialogue with the 
words in the box.
do let’s know works for from

do does for let an about

a do me

29. Ahmed: Where ____do______ you work, Betty?
30. Betty: I work for Dell in Dubai. What __about_ you?
31. Ahmed: I __work__ for HP in Budapest. What do you 

          __do___, Milo?
32,33. Milo: I'm _a_ software developer. I work ____for____ 

         Microsoft in Prague.



34. Betty: Milo, do you ___know_______ Frida?
35,36. Milo: Yes, I __do__. What do you ___want____ 
  to know?
37. Betty: Where ____does______ she work?
38,39. Milo: She works with ___me_______ in Prague. She 
    designs websites ____for______ E-commerce.
40. Ahmed: I see. Right, ____let's______ go. The workshop starts 
  in five minutes.
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